ABOVE: Vibe shown with optional
TRU-Balance® Cantilever seating system.
LEFT: Vibe shown with optional contoured
high-back seat and swing-away footrests.

NEXT GENERATION REAR-WHEEL DRIVE THAT
MANEUVERS LIKE A MID-WHEEL DRIVE...
800-800-8586 (US)
888-570-1113 (Canada)
pridemobility.com

The Vibe ® rear-wheel drive power chair goes far beyond
conventional design to deliver unequalled versatility, striking
style, and high-performance operation indoors and out. The
first fully integrated mobility and positioning system, the Vibes
power base and seating seamlessly merge for optimal
positioning and performance while its compact design allows
it to maneuver like a mid-wheel drive power chair.

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight capacity:
Maximum speed:
Ground clearance:

300 lbs.
Up to 6 mph
3.75

Turning radius:

23

Overall length:

31.75

Overall width:
Wheels:

25
Drive: 14 pneumatic
Casters: 9 pneumatic;
6,8 and 9 solid
Anti-tips: 4 solid

Suspension:
Drive train:
Braking system:

Sport-Trac
Two-motor, rear-wheel drive
Intelligent braking (electronic,
regenerative disc brakes)

Std. Electronics:
Specialty controls:
Battery charger:
Per-charge range:

50 amp, PG VSI controller
Yes
Off-board, 8 amp (standard)
Up to 25 miles

Battery requirements:

(2) 12 volt deep cycle

Battery size:

Group 24 or Group 34

Battery weight:
Base weight:
Std. seat weight:
Max. seat dimensions:
Warranty:

Group 24: 53.5 lbs. Group 34: 43 lbs.
90.5 lbs.
37 lbs. (Specialty Seat)
20 x 20 (maximum rehab seating)
Lifetime limited warranty on frame
2-year limited warranty on electronics
18-months limited warranty on
drive motors

COLOR CHOICES

Candy
Apple
Red

Viper
Blue

FEATURES
. High performance - high
efficiency GLIDE motor package
. Easy operation results in a short
learning curve for clients
. Narrow 25 width and compact
31.75 length
. Outstanding tight-space
maneuverability
. Top speed up to 6 mph
. Sport-Trac Suspension
. 3-point seat mount for ease
of adjustment and addition of
optional components
. Power base and seating merged
as a single unit for an optimal
rehab package
. Easy rear access to batteries
. Group 34 low profile batteries
with power positioning systems

Champagne

Black

OPTIONS
. Contoured medium/
high-back seat
. TRU-Balance® Cantilever
power elevating seat
. Synergy ® Seat
. TRU-Balance ® power
positioning system
. Lap belt
. Flat-free tires
. Cup holder
. Heavy-duty dust cover
. 70º swing-away footrests
. 80º heavy-duty leg rests
. Elevating leg rests
. Heel loops
. Oxygen tank holder
. Cane/crutch holder
. Rear basket
. Walker holder
. Swing-away joystick mount
. Saddlebag
. Full light package
(US) 800-800-8586
(Canada) 888-570-1113
pridemobility.com
The information contained herein is correct at the time of
publication; we reserve the right to alter specifications without
prior notice. Speed & range vary with user weight, terrain type,
battery charge, battery condition and tire pressure.
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